
Seat F:  Open Residency 
 
 
Larry Kenneth Christensen 
1487 Olympic Heights Lane 
Freeland, WA 98249 
907-439-1706 
360-525-4930 
bristolbaydrifter@gmail.com 
f/v LYRA 
 
I am offering to serve in the open-residency seat. 

I look forward to representing the stakeholders of 
the BBRSDA, utilizing input from all of the 
members, along with my extensive salmon industry 
experiences. 

I began drift fishing with my dad at the age of 5. At 
the ripe old age of 13, I leased my first boat (in 
Cordova) and made enough money that season to buy a boat. Skippering in 
Cordova for 23 years, I fished both the Copper River and Prince William Sound 
districts. In 1998, I sold my Cordova home, boat, Permit, and gear in order to shift 
over to Bristol Bay. I bought Bob Pottschmidt’s package that included the f/v 
LYRA, which I have fished every year since then. I intend to fish Bristol Bay for the 
remainder of my life and am wholeheartedly committed to the long term health 
and well being of the salmon, waters, land, and people of Bristol Bay. 

I have a degree in business with an emphasis on accounting and law. I have 
successfully participated in many ADFG Board of Fish meetings, writing proposals, 
lobbying, serving on sub-committees and panels, preparing reports and final 
language papers.  I initiated and prepared legal work on behalf of drifters during 
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill claims process, procuring nearly $90m in additional 
funds. I ran covert missions in PWS for the US Congressional Investigative 
Committee for the first 2 years after the spill, instigating measures to safeguard 
our waters more stringently. I was elected and served as a drift representative on 
the Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation board for 8 years (executive, 
finance, and nominating committees). I grew up participating in the Copper River 
quality/marketing improvements. I have most recently worked in conjunction with 
Bristol Bay representatives at last year’s Area M BOF meeting in Anchorage, 
securing significant decreases of Area M’s interception rates of Bristol Bay salmon 
(through the use of genetic reports of harvested salmon in the WASSIP study). 

I personally feel the need to do more for our fishery, invest our BBRSDA funds 
wisely, and that is why I am offering my time. Thanks for your time and your vote. 
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